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• Authored by James Madison

• A well regulated militia, being necessary to 

the security of a free state, the right of the 

people to keep and bear arms, shall not be 

infringed.



T Rex Arms : Right to Bear Arms Video 7 mins.

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DYeYkJkqgs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DYeYkJkqgs


• The Second Amendment has two main parts: 

The Prefatory Clause: “A well regulated militia, being necessary to the 
security of a free state,” 

• AND

Operative Clause: “the right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall 
not be infringed.” 



Handout (Appendix A)Vocabulary:

• Well Regulated: well trained

• Militia: A group of non-military civilians who consider themselves a fighting force and may or may not be recognized by the 
government. The people are the militia

• Necessary:  Essential; required to be done

• Infringe: To limit, undermine, violate, or encroach on something. 

• Prefatory: Serving as an introduction. 

• Operative: The most significant or effective element. 

Discussion Questions:

• What are “arms"? 

• What does “bear” arms mean? Does it mean you can take “arms” anywhere? What might the limits be?    

• What does "militia" mean? Who is in the "militia"?  Does the Second Amendment only apply to militias? Do you only have a 
right to bear arms if you are a member of a militia? 

• What does well regulated mean?  Does it mean regulation by the government they way the term is used today?

• What does “shall not be infringed” mean? Does it mean that we aren’t allowed to limit people’s right to bear arms? If not, then 
what does it mean?

• Who are the “people”?  Does everyone have a Second Amendment right? 

• How does the prefatory clause affect the operative clause? Does the order of the clauses matter or does the amendment 
mean the same thing no matter what?



Sample Text for Modeling QTA/Think Aloud

• Excerpt from Federalist No. 46 titled "The Influence 

of the State and Federal Governments Compared.“

• It was published on January 29, 1788 under the 

pseudonym Publius

• Authored by James Madison

• Why? Gives background and context to the meaning 

of the 2A and came from primary author of the 2A.



.. Extravagant as the supposition is, let it however be made. Let a regular army, fully equal to the resources of the country, be 
formed; and let it be entirely at the devotion of the federal government; still it would not be going too far to say, that the State 
governments, with the people on their side, would be able to repel the danger. The highest number to which, according to the best 
computation, a standing army can be carried in any country, does not exceed one hundredth part of the whole number of souls; or 
one twenty-fifth part of the number able to bear arms. This proportion would not yield, in the United States, an army of more than 

twenty-five or thirty thousand men. To these would be opposed a militia amounting to near half a million of 
citizens with arms in their hands, officered by men chosen from among themselves, fighting for their common liberties, and united 
and conducted by governments possessing their affections and confidence. It may well be doubted, whether a militia thus 
circumstanced could ever be conquered by such a proportion of regular troops. Those who are best acquainted with the last 

successful resistance of this country against the British arms, will be most inclined to deny the possibility of it. Besides the 
advantage of being armed, which the Americans possess over the people of 
almost every other nation, the existence of subordinate governments, to which 
the people are attached, and by which the militia officers are appointed, forms a 
barrier against the enterprises of ambition, more insurmountable than any which 
a simple government of any form can admit of. Notwithstanding the military establishments in the 

several kingdoms of Europe, which are carried as far as the public resources will bear, the governments are afraid to trust the 
people with arms. And it is not certain, that with this aid alone they would not be able to shake off their yokes. But were the people 
to possess the additional advantages of local governments chosen by themselves, who could collect the national will and direct 
the national force, and of officers appointed out of the militia, by these governments, and attached both to them and to the militia, it 
may be affirmed with the greatest assurance, that the throne of every tyranny in Europe would be speedily overturned in spite of
the legions which surround it.



Modeling Example—Reword the passage Using 

QTA/Think Aloud strategy

• Besides the advantage of being armed, which the Americans possess over the 
people of almost every other nation, the existence of subordinate governments, to 
which the people are attached, and by which the militia officers are appointed, forms 
a barrier against the enterprises of ambition, more insurmountable than any which a 
simple government of any form can admit of.

• Ask relevant QTA questions

• Break apart pausing to think about each complex phrase and restate the phrase in a way that 
makes sense.

• Rewording:

• Americans possess arms unlike most other nations

• Governments under the control of armed citizens is the best protection against 
tyrannical government as opposed to any other form of government.



Independent Practice/Guided Practice Teachers Guide  (Appendix B) 

Group Activity-Based on your understanding of the 2A as written, use the QTA/Think aloud 
strategy to redraft each clause in the 2A as if you were drafting it yourself in a Constitutional 
Convention today.

•

Prefatory Clause 

Because a well-trained militia consisting of the people is required in order to secure  and maintain  freedom

____________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Operative Clause 

The right of  every iindividual person to own and carry firearms shall not be infringed.

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 



Thought experiment

Prefatory Clause 

Because being a [well-dressed gentleman] is necessary to 
attract a women

Operative Clause 

The right of [men] to buy nice clothes.



Theory and Assumptions

Originalism vs Living Constitution
• Assumes the words have meaning and the provision is relevant today.  

• Legal dispute vs. public dispute—probably the most attacked and least 

understood provision.

• Originalism--Can’t move into arguing about rights vs. safety unless there is 

a basis for knowing what the amendment means, or specifically what it 

meant at the time it was drafted.

• Living—Interpreted as “changing based on changing values”—What is the 

basis for values having changed?  Does that mean that it “changes” or that 

the original meaning continues to survive?

Gun rights vs. Gun control (safety)
• Once original intent is understood you can move into various gun control 

arguments.





National News: Gilroy CA Garlic Festival shooting

One Confirmed Fact : Park Was a Gun Free Zone

Pocket knives and weapons of any kind.

Prohibits bringing any of the following:

• 3 Killed, 12 injured

• 19 yr. old Italian/Iranian

• AK style rifle

• “White Supremacist 

publication” Might is 

Right 

Date: Sunday, July 28th



National News: El Paso TX Walmart shooting

• 22 Killed, 26 injured

• 24 yr. old white male

• Claimed to have AK style rifle

• Act of Terrorism against Mexicans

Date: Saturday, Aug 3rd.



National News: Dayton Ohio shooting

• 9 Killed (including his 22 yr 

old sister), 27 injured

• 21 yr. old white male

• AR15 – high capacity mag

(100 rounds)

• Shooting occurred outside 

bar on the street Dayton Ohio

Date: Sunday, July 28thWhat do all of these events mean for us?

A push for RED FLAG Gun Laws.



Trump addressed the nation this morning

Condemning racism and white supremacy.

"We must stop the glorification of violence in our society," said Trump. It's too easy, 

he said, for troubled youth to envelope themselves in an environment of violence.

He said that while cultural change is hard, every human life needs to be 

celebrated.

Trump said he has called for red flag laws, extreme risk protection ordered. He 

has also directed the Department of Justice to propose legislation that ensures 

those who commit hate crimes and mass murder will face the death penalty. He also 

said he directed them to create legislation that ensures "this capital punishment be 

delivered quickly.“

He called for the parties to pull together to address the issue.

"We will ensure those attacked will not have died in vain," said Trump about those 

who perished over the weekend.







Letter from LVTP Member (Michael Mizur) to 

Jeanne McNeill her reply dated 6/26/2019

Last line of her reply: I must do what I can to 

protect the lives of innocent residents in our 

Commonwealth from being victims of gun violence

LVTP Member letter to Representative Jeanne McNeill



SOLUTIONS?

FBI's gun background-check database is missing records of millions of cases

The FBI said it doesn't know the scope of the problem, but the National Rifle 

Association says about 7 million records are absent from the system, 

based on a 2013 report by the nonprofit National Consortium for Justice 

Information and Statistics. That report determined that "at least 25% of felony 

convictions . . . are not available" to the National Instant Criminal Background 

Check System maintained by the FBI.

Others who work with gun background-check data said the gaps are clear and 

have been known for years. Besides felonies and misdemeanor domestic violence 

convictions, the FBI also misses an untold number of drug addicts, because there 

is no good mechanism for probation or parole services agencies to share that type 

of data with the bureau.



http://www.drillingcontractor.org/situational-awareness-is-

key-for-active-shooter-response-50701
Situational Awareness

http://www.drillingcontractor.org/situational-awareness-is-key-for-active-shooter-response-50701


1.5 Min 

VOICE 

ONLY

Michael Strange Foundation Event

Drexelbrook Catering & Event Center 

4700 Drexelbrook Drive

Drexel Hill, PA 19026

November 2, 2019

Tickets at

One.BidPal.net/GalaOfCourage



TICKETS

$25 per person

$45 per couple

$8 Kids ages 5-14

Hellertown Reservoir Park 

~ 3400 Reservoir Rd.

Hellertown, PA 18055

Contact Bryan Eichfeld

(908) 334-9054

Email: 

bryaneichfeld@gmail.com 



General Discussion



Upcoming 2A Meetings 

Tuesday, September 3rd

Discussion to include RED FLAG Laws

Monday, October 7th


